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On 16 February, KFOR held the 1st International Relay Competition at Film City. A total of seventeen teams took part,
one hundred and seventy individual participants representing eleven different nations. Here, KFOR COS Brigadier
General Shawn Harris gives the count-down to the start of the race as competitors sprint off to complete the first 1300
meters of the 10 lap circuit.
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“ALL KFOR SOLDIERS, WASH YOUR HANDS”

1. The following preventative measures will help to stop the
spread of disease and viruses.
2. Wash your hands often; after coughing, sneezing, before eating,
after going to the bathroom, when hands are dirty in any way,
3. Hand washing with soap and water (or if not available with 60%
alcohol) must be done for at least 20 seconds to be effective,
4. Avoid touching the eyes, nose and mouth with your hands.
Clean your surfaces with bleach, chlorine or 75% ethanol,
5. Cover your mouth and nose if you sneeze or cough.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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STORY OF THE MONTH

LMT,THE MISSION’S EYES AND VOICES

T

he operating environment
in Kosovo has changed
significantly in the past twenty
years and will continue to do so
in the future, with new challenges,
and new opportunities. KFOR has
constantly adapted its role and
its structure in order to capably
meet these challenges in the most
effective way possible, and to
continue to deliver security and
stability across Kosovo. Although
KFOR has reduced its size in the
preceding years, the organization
has gone through a number of
reorganizations and redeployments,
while still maintaining a significant
footprint in the region with the
ability to respond rapidly when
and if required. An integral part
of KFOR’s footprint today is the
presence and work of the NATOled Kosovo Force Liaison and
Monitoring Team, known as LMTs.
In this month’s edition of the
KFOR Chronicle we give a brief
but well deserved, recognition to
the important work of all members
of these teams and the vital
contribution that they make to the
overall success of KFOR’s mission.
The primary objective of the LMTs
is to pre-emptively identify any
problems before they manifest
themselves as security threats,
to ensure that KFORs mission
of maintaining a Safe and Secure
Environment and allowing Freedom

of Movement for all citizens in
Kosovo is achieved and maintained.
Situational awareness is their job, a
job the teams carry out every day
through a number of engagements
with local institutions, communities,
schools, businesses, ordinary
people they meet regularly to
observe reality on the ground
and listen to needs and concerns,
thus connecting KFOR with the
complex fabric of Kosovo. LMTs
are distributed throughout the
Area of Operations, and most of
them live in field-houses located
in cities and villages, in order
to maintain a solid connection
with the local population and
institutions. Within Regional
Command West, there are a total
of twelve LMT’s from six nations:
Austria, Italy, Poland, Slovenia,
Switzerland and Turkey. In Regional
Command East, there are sixteen,
provided by Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Slovenia, Switzerland, Turkey and
the United States of America.
Teams are normally comprised of
experienced military personnel
that receive specific training
about cultural awareness, and
often include at least one female,
to facilitate dialogue with all
communities. Many of the
assistance projects implemented
by KFOR and its contributing
nations to support youth and
education are initiated by LMTs,
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thanks to their close relationships
with schools, which they visit
regularly. Besides the delivery of
the youth magazine 4YOU printed
by KFOR, teams report specific
needs expressed by principals and
teachers. Their reports constitute
the basis for implementing the
refurbishment of school premises
or the simple provision of
equipment ranging from computers
to sports goods.
Education is just an example,
as LMTs monitor every day
all aspects that may have an
impact on the socio-political and
economical spheres, and in turn on
security. It’s an enhanced presence
aimed at stability, by means of a
comprehensive approach, while
KFOR is always maintaining its
deterrent role with its maneuver
units, as highlighted by Major
General Risi in his initial address
as COM KFOR: “Whether it be
the men and women in patrol or
during a monitoring and liaison
activity or as part of KFOR staff
we should be aware that we are
contributing in placing another
keystone in one of the bridges
connecting all communities living in
Kosovo.”
Picture: Swiss Contingent Liaison and
Monitoring Team members of Regional
Command West’s ‘Kilo-23’, Pte (OR-2)
Rea Tanner and 2/Lt (OF-1) Felix Lisibach
during activity in Prizren

In further understanding of the work of the LMT’s, we
took the time to talk briefly to Specialist Officer (OF1) Karine Wilhelm of the Swiss Contingent about her
work with the KFOR mission.
Karine, how did you end up serving with the KFOR
mission here in Kosovo? “Well I heard that women can
volunteer for the mission and complete the military
service, so I decided to apply, and so here I am.”
Can you tell me a little about your daily activities with
the LMT here in Prizren? “Well every day work and
activities primarily revolves around meeting members
of the local community and we engage and talk
with them. For example we talk directly to school
principals, prominent members of local villages, police
officers and members of the local population that we
meet every day on the street.”
Do you think that your work with the LMT is important
in this area? “I think that it is very important, and
in particular to hear what the people have to say.
The people that we meet on a daily basis have the
confidence to talk directly to us, to tell us about the
situation in the area, in their families and their life
conditions.”

What do you consider would be the most satisfying part
of your job? “I really like very much to meet talk with
people. For me, I think that this is definitely the most
satisfying part of the job.”
Karine, when are you finished your mission here in Kosovo
and what will you do when you return to Switzerland?
“Our mission will finish on the 08th April, we will go
home and the new contingent will arrive. For me, I
would like to serve overseas on another mission in
Bosnia in a similar type appointment. It’s called LOT,
that’s Liaison and Observer Teams.”
Do you think that you will ever return to work in the KFOR
mission, possibly in a similar job? “For me personally, I
think that my next mission abroad will be my last. But,
I would certainly recommend for young women to
volunteer for this job because it is a very interesting
appointment. It is very important to have women
here working with the LMT’s because for example
some women within the local community prefer not
to speak directly to men. Therefore, it would be
nice to have young women come here and to do this
particular job.”
Alan (Jack) Crowley

OF-3 IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
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LMT UP CLOSE

Swiss Liaison and
Monitoring Team
members from ‘Kilo-2’
meet with the Italian
Multinational Specialised
Unit near Austerlitz
Bridge in Mitrovica for
regular liaison, patrolling
and engagement with the
local population

Italian Liaison and
Monitoring Team
‘Kilo-8’ conduct
regular donations to
schools in the vicinity
of Pristina and Obilic
to support impartiality
and development of
local institutions and
organisations.

Members from Regional
Command West’s
Slovenian Liaison and
Monitoring Team
‘Kilo-16’ continue with
regular activities that
connect with both
local authorities and
non-governmental
organisations at regional
level, while maintaining
the positive image of
KFOR.

Turkish Contingent
soldiers of Regional
Command East’s Liaison
and Monitoring Team
‘Kilo-12’ support
activities with local
youth such as this visit to
Pristina Military Airport
for delighted school
children.
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FROM THE FIELD

A VITAL FUNCTION

T

his month the KFOR Chronicle gives a brief
insight into the important work and function of
Swiss Contingent Role 1 Medical Center at KFOR
HQ. The Swiss Contingent with the KFOR mission
includes medical personnel who, together with
Austrian soldiers, run the Medical Center. Six of the
one hundred and sixty five members of the Swiss
Contingent work in the Medical Center, which is
located in the Swiss compound. Here, soldiers from
Germany, Austria and Switzerland receive medical
treatment if required. The Medical Center is managed
by Sergeant Major (OR-7) Denise Reusser. In addition,
the Swiss team also includes a Chief Medical Officer,
Deputy Chief Nurse, two other nurses and a sanitary
driver. As Chief Nurse, Sergeant Major Reusser is
responsible for planning work, coordinating exercises
and ensuring, for example, that the Explosive,
Ordnance and Demolition team is accompanied by
medical personnel during blasting operations. Around
sixty patients visit the medical center every week.
Sergeant (OR-6) Tanja Schurtenberger is responsible

for taking the personal details of patients that enter
the reception area. Then, the Medical Doctor Major
(OF-3) Blaise Courvoisier invites the patients to the
treatment room, conducts examinations and makes
the appropriate diagnosis. The former surgeon is in
Camp Film City twice a year for three weeks. Cases
that cannot be treated here are either taken to
the Role 2 or directly to a hospital in Pristina. The
Medical Center is also a regular part of exercises in
an international environment in order to optimize the
cooperation with the rescue forces of other nations
and the handling of different material.
Kathrin Wyss
OF-2 Specialist Officer
Press and Information Officer
SWISSCOY 41

A HEART OF GOLD

U

.S. Army Sergeant Grant Ligon straps on his
35-pound ruck sack. He is about to set out
on a twelve hour rucking challenge he created for
himself to celebrate being promoted. Ligon decided
to dedicate ten euros per mile he completed, to
purchasing items for a local women’s shelter. He is
a public affairs specialist from Regional Command
East Task Force Public Affairs. His efforts embody the
Army value of selfless service, but he said it’s a value
instilled into him by his mother. Sergeant Ligon decided
to add a monetary contribution to his challenge as a
way to celebrate his mother’s birthday and show her
the way her influence on him is making a difference
outside of the U.S. Regional Command East soldiers
from Task Force Medical and the Liaison Monitoring
Team K21 delivered donations to ‘My Home Battered
Women’s Shelter’ in Ferizaj, Kosovo during January. “The
donations that Sergeant Ligon gave help the shelter
immensely because people often forget that the women
may have kids with them,” U.S. Army Major Demietrice
Pittman, behavioral health chief from Task Force Medical
said. Ligon said he wants to further his efforts to give
back by participating in charity runs and rucks postdeployment. “It’s important to remember that we are
Lynnwood Thomas,USA-A
OR-4 USA-A Specialist
not alone in the world. If you have the opportunity to
RC-E,
Public Affairs Office
help, do it.”
Photos by Spc Lynnwood Thomas & Sgt Patrick Kirby
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FROM THE FIELD

PARTNERSHIP - MORALE
Soldiers with KFOR’s Regional Command East Kinetic
Battalion, U.S. Army and Polish Company, exchange
their knowledge of weapon systems at the Kcic range,
Mitrovica, Kosovo on 15 February. The weapons
included the U.S. M240B machine gun, M4 carbine
and U.S. Army M9 Beretta Pistol; the Polish Company
weapon systems included the UKM-2000 machine
gun, Polish Beryl assault rifle and Glock 17 pistol.
“It’s great when we can do joint ranges like today,“
said Sergeant 1st Class Charles Elison, Operations
NCOIC, Regional Command HQ. “Not only do

we get to become more familiar with each other’s
weapon systems, but it also builds friendships” he
further stated. Morale was high as soldiers exchanged
weapons, knowledge and country patches. The range
practices reinforce joint interoperability among
NATO allies and partners nations, who continue to
contribute to a safe and secure environment for all of
Kosovo.
Grant Ligon

OR-5 USA-A
RC-E, Public Affairs Office

ALWAYS PREPARED
During February, Alpha Company of the Kosovo
Tactical Reserve Battalion conducted joint complex
Crowd Riot Control training with the Polish
Company of EULEX in order to improve skillsets
and to maintain the capability to reinforce each
other in case of common operations inside Kosovo.
The main goal of the exercise, which was conducted
at the EULEX Base in Mitrovica, was to practice
cooperation and communications between the two
units during Crowd Riot Control operations and
activities. Both unit commanders were satisfied with
the performance of all soldiers involved with mutual
respect being gained by both units.
Every month the Kosovo Force Tactical Reserve

Battalion soldiers who are Combat Life Saver (CLS)
qualified are required practice their medical skills.
The commander of Hungarian Medical Centre
is responsible for the professional level of their
training, and challenges all CLS qualified personnel
with different medical scenarios where they can
demonstrate their knowledge. As proved on several
occasions in the past, this capability is one of the most
important within the unit because any KFOR activity
could be faced with a real life medical situation
without warning.
Piroska Kozák
OF-2 HUN-A
KTRBN PAO
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SNAPSHOTS
31 January, exercise “Joint
Venture”; KFOR Tactical
Reserve Battalion, Multinational Specialised Unit
and EULEX Formed Police
Unit jointly rehearsed
emergency situations, C2
procedures and responses
in dealing with possible
tensions that could affect
the security situation.

Exercise “White Shark”
was conducted IVO Decani
Monastery, Regional
Command West on 1
February. The exercise
scenario involved an
escalation of unrest with
maneuvering forces
engaged in Crowd and Riot
Control procedures. 250
KFOR soldiers from multiple
contributing nations,
coordinating response
capabilities and tactical
procedures to improve
interoperability.

On 7 & 17 February,
Freedom of Movement
Detachment (FOMD)
exercises were conducted in
both Camp Vrelo and CMLT
involving soldiers from
various contingents. DCOM
KFOR Brigadier General
Laurent Michaud observed
and briefed troops on the
ground on both occasions.
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An aerial view of a
Regional Command West
synchronised patrol through
the winter snow in the Istok
Mountains.

21 February, Joint
Kosovo Police & Regional
Command East Tabletop
Exercise, testing command,
control and response
capability in responding to
a possible crowd and riot
control situation.

Regional Command East’s
Camp Bondsteel, 12
February; Sergeant Sarah
Hanna of Task Force
‘Dragon Master’ gives
a ground briefing and
practical demonstration
on casualty and medical
evacuation procedures with
the UH-60 Blackhawk.

COM KFOR congratulates
the Polish Contingent
team after winning the
1st International Relay
Competition with a time
of 54 minutes 59 seconds.
The Kosovo Security Forces
team finished a close
second place with the
Slovenian Contingent team
coming in third. Well done
to all participants.
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TROOPS OF KFOR

HONOR-COURAGE-COMMITMENT

W

ith the next rotation of
the Hungarian led Kosovo
Force Tactical Reserve Battalion
scheduled in the coming weeks,
in this month’s edition of the
KFOR Chronicle we take the
opportunity to acknowledge the
men and women of the unit and
in particular their commitment,
hard work and achievements
throughout their period of
deployment. Last September, the
KFOR Tactical Reserve Battalion
conducted its scheduled rotation
for the commencement of a six
month deployment to Kosovo.
Within a period of a few weeks,
Full Operational Capability in
respect of all the unit’s companies
was successfully achieved through
a series of strenuous exercises.
The KFOR Tactical Reserve
Battalion is stationed at Novo
Selo, Camp Marechal De Lattre De
Tassigny and it is directly under the

tactical control of COM KFOR.
The men and women of the unit
have a particular set of capabilities
that are offered in direct support
to the mission in Kosovo.
Specifically, the unit specialises in a
wide range of security operations
including that to persons
designated with special status close
security, property designated with
special status security, road control,
vehicle column escort, surveillance
and reconnaissance tasks, local
population aid and other infantry
tasks. The unit is also specifically
trained to a very high professional
and competent standard in
Crowd Riot Control operations.
To compliment this capability, the
unit also provides special training
to all KFOR units to include but
not limited to intensive fire phobia
training.
The Battalion which has been
under the command of Lieutenant
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Colonel Gábor Farkas from the
25th Infantry Brigade “Gyorgy
Klapka” in Tata-Hungary, can
be deployed anywhere in the
theatre of operations and perform
any assigned task or mission
independently for an unlimited
period of time. The unit motto is
“Honor-Courage-Commitment”.
During the last six month period,
the full Battalion has prepared
for and conducted operational
tasks and activities as necessary in
order to continue to support the
KFOR mission and to continue
to provide a Safe and Secure
Environment throughout Kosovo.
Furthermore, the coordination of
regular dynamic exercises required
detailed planning, preparation,
operational tasking, information
release, logistics support and
medical assistance. Continuing
our coverage with the Hungarian
troops, the KFOR Chronicle team

would like to sincerely thank Captain Piroska Kozák,
the KFOR Tactical Reserve Battalion Public Affairs
Officer for her outstanding co-operation and support
to the KFOR HQ Public Affair Office throughout the
last six month period. We took a brief opportunity to
talk to Piroska and to find out a little about her own
background and also her particular tasks with the
KFOR mission.
Can you tell me how you ended up serving in the
Hungarian Military and with the KFOR mission?
“After my military career started in 2002, I wanted
to challenge myself in a foreign deployment. My first
deployment to KFOR happened in 2016 also as Public
Affairs Officer. I really liked this job and decided to
return. I truly believe that through my work I could
and I should inform the civilian people about the
excellent service of the Hungarian soldiers as part of
KFOR.”
Can you describe some of your daily tasks as the
Public Affairs Officer for the Kosovo Tactical Reserve
Battalion? “My primary job is to take pictures and
shoot videos of all the KFOR Tactical Reserve
Battalion trainings and different exercises during
the mission period. I continuously publish articles,
photo galleries and edited videos on different media
outlets of the Hungarian Defence Forces the unit’s
accomplishments in the KFOR Chronicle magazine.”
Have you always had an interest in photography
or public affairs activities? “My father is a retired
photojournalist, and when I was a schoolgirl he told
me he had to decide between two professions: in
one hand he wanted to be a military officer, on the
other hand he was interested in journalism as well,
and finally, after his conscription service, he decided
to pursue a career as a photojournalist. When I chose
to become a soldier, he was very satisfied. My father
always follows my works, my pictures and my videos.”
What message would you give to other women who
have an interest joining the military, and in particular
11

serving overseas? “I have never regretted and never
will to choose a military career because I know that
this profession has a great additional value. I think
if you are a woman and have a desire to serve your
country, don’t hesitate to join the army.You must look
for the opportunity and start. I know exactly that
many women already have found the benefits and
beauties of the military career.”
If you had any message for the younger generation
in Kosovo, what would it be? “The most important
prerequisites of the development in Kosovo are a
peaceful and safe environment. The young generation
has a huge role and responsibility for that, as they
are the people of the future in Kosovo. Kosovo
needs to have its own class of intellectuals including
doctors, engineers and teachers who work together
to change all citizens of Kosovo. Who else could give
the best things to Kosovo than the well-educated and
intelligent youth who work for their country.”

Alan (Jack) Crowley

OF-3 IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
Interview with Piroska Kozák

KFOR NEWS

CELEBRATING
8
OF
MARCH
he office of the Gender
women have in society. So it is an
observe this day on 06 March, and

T

Advisor (GENAD) to
COM KFOR was established in
November 2010. For the first
time since then, the Gender
Advisor Office is fully staffed
with one Chief Gender Advisor,
Major Elizabeth Schleicher, one
Deputy Gender Advisor, Ms. Joanne
Naughton, and one Administrative
Assistant, Ms. Fitore Berisha. There
are often misperceptions of what
a Gender Advisor actually does.
It is often useful to start with
a negative definition, what the
Gender Advisor does not do. The
KFOR Gender Advisor’s role is not
an internal one, but an external
role. It is about ensuring that we
engage 100% with the Kosovar
society and that our operations
not only take into account the
security needs of men, but of
women, boys, and girls. These
groups are sometimes overlooked
and since KFOR’s mandate is to
contribute to a safe and secure
environment for all the people in
Kosovo, we need to be aware of
their security concerns. We advise
the Kosovo Force Commander and
other subordinate commanders
on how to integrate a gender
perspective into KFOR’s
operations. A gender perspective
is recognizing if and when our
operations will affect men and
women, boys and girls differently
due to the different roles men and

operational role interacting with
the local population to help build
on KFOR’s success.
Much of the Gender Advisor’s
time is spent training Liaison and
Monitoring Teams on how to
meet and interact with women
in Kosovo. Our office provides
a valuable link between KFOR
and various NGOs operating in
Kosovo. In addition, an explicit
part of our job is to assist in the
training of the Kosovo Security
Force. In cooperation with the
National Advisory and Liaison
Team (NALT), we advise the
Security Force on how they as
an organisation could integrate a
gender perspective within their
tasks.
So what is the importance of
International Women’s Day;
International Women’s Day is
held annually on 08 March to
celebrate women’s achievements
throughout history and across
nations. It is also known as the
United Nations Day for Women’s
Rights and International Peace.
Every year, International Women’s
Day receives a specific theme by
the United Nations. This year’s
theme is “I am Generation Equality:
Realizing Women’s Rights.”
Activities for International
Women’s Day: In order to
highlight the history and the global
observance of this day, KFOR will
12

the Gender Advisor Office will
be inviting all female personnel
as well as their commanders to
a celebration over coffee and
cake including a local musician.
In addition, we will invite a local
women’s NGO in order to
support them by giving them an
opportunity to sell their products
(handmade accessories) during this
event to raise funds and improve
their economic situation.
Thhe role/importance of women
in KFOR: Military operations in
today’s world require a diversity
of qualifications and resources to
ensure that peace and security
are achieved and maintained. The
complementary skills of both male
and female personnel are essential
for the operational effectiveness
of NATO operations, especially in
the light of the increasing complex
nature of civil-military interaction,
public relations and areas of
instability. NATO’s operational
effectiveness includes making
a contribution to sustainable
and lasting peace, within which
gender is a decisive factor.
The integration of the gender
perspective to all aspects of NATO
operations therefore can provide
a key element to operational
effectiveness.
Joanne Naughton

CIV ICC-5
Deputy Gender Advisor

International Women’s Day is celebrated in many countries around the world.
It is a day when women are recognized for their achievements without regard
to divisions, whether national, ethnic, linguistic, cultural, economic or political.
Since those early years, International Women’s Day has assumed a new global
dimension for women in developed and developing countries alike.The growing
international women’s movement, which has been strengthened by four global
United Nations women’s conferences, has helped make the commemoration
a rallying point to build support for women’s rights and participation in the
political and economic arenas.
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WOMEN OF KFOR

“I am Generation Equality: Realising Women’s Rights”
Celebrating Women’s Achievements,
Celebrating Women’s Representation in Society,
Celebrating Women’s Representation in the Military,
Let’s all be equal for each other,
An equal world is an enabled world,

Collectively, we can make change happen,
Create a Gender Equal World we all Deserve,
Challenge gender norms, empower each other,
Celebrate diversity, break stereotypes,
Reject the binary, Mobilise and take action!

KFOR NEWS

On 23 January, the policy meeting of the ‘Silver Sabre
2020’ disaster relief exercise took place at KFOR HQ.
The exercise is scheduled for September 2020. The
meeting was attended by the Minister of Defense, the
Secretary of the Kosovo Security Council and by highlevel representatives of the Ministry of Defence, the
Directorate of Intelligence and Security, the Kosovo
Emergency Management Agency, Kosovo Police
and Security Forces, along with the Commander of
KFOR, Major General Michele Risi and the Director

of the NATO Advisory and Liaison Team, Brigadier
General Michael Oberneyer. “For KFOR, the objective
for Silver Sabre 2020 is to train, advise and mentor
the security institutions in Kosovo, hence enabling
them to design, plan and conduct a disaster response
operation in Kosovo, based on NATO standards”,
Major General Risi said. ‘Silver Sabre 2020’ will
be performed at a high level of integration and
complexity. The exercise will be directed by Brigadier
General Laurent Michaud, DCOM KFOR.

Ongoing preparation continued on 12 and 13
February where the Kosovo Security Council
Headquarters hosted a KFOR led workshop. Part
of the overall planning process, the workshop was
designed to further enhance the interoperability
among partners and constituted another important
step towards the execution phase of the exercise. The
workshop was directed by Brigadier General Laurent
Michaud and attended by Mr. Bekim Podrimqaku,
Director of the Department for Analysis and Security
Policies at the Kosovo Security Council Secretariat

and by representatives of the Kosovo Emergency
Management Agency, Kosovo Police, Kosovo Security
Forces, the Kosovo Red Cross and EULEX. Further
workshop events were also conducted on 26 and 27
February. ‘Silver Sabre 2020’ reflects NATO-KFOR’s
long-standing commitment to contribute to a safe
and Secure Environment and Freedom of Movement
for the benefit of all communities in Kosovo, in
close cooperation with all institutions and security
organisations.
KFOR PAO Staff
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TECHNICAL AGREEMENT ON AIRSPACE

On 07 February, COM KFOR Major General Michele
Risi, signed a framework agreement concerning the
management of the lower airspace over Kosovo.
The signature followed that of Arnór Sigurjónsson,
Director General at the Icelandic Ministry for
foreign Affairs. In accordance with the UN Security
Council Resolution 1244 and the Military Technical
Agreement of 1999, the Commander of KFOR retains
the authority over security in the lower airspace
over Kosovo, which has been closed to civil air
traffic except for flights to and from Pristina airport.
The finalization of this agreement is an important
step in the process to establish all of the necessary

conditions for the opening of new routes in the lower
airspace of Kosovo, in a safe and orderly manner. It
will also contribute to the ongoing efforts to promote
the normalization of relations between Belgrade and
Pristina, within the framework of the EU sponsored
dialogue. The development of new air routes is
pursued within the framework of NATO’s Balkan
Aviation Normalization Meetings (BANM), under
the lead of NATO, and with the participation of all
relevant stakeholders. The normalization of the lower
airspace of Kosovo will shorten routes and generate
environmental benefits and costs savings for airlines
and military aviation.

LEGAL MINDS AT WORK

UNITED AGAINST DRUGS

The KFOR Legal Advisor (LEGAD) Conference was
held in Camp Film City on 12 & 13 February. All
LEGAD’s gathered to share experiences and develop
a common mind-set and approach to certain legal
issues. The conference was opened by JFCNP Chief
LEGAD, Colonel Julie Long through VTC. Among the
important and relevant topics discussed were the
status of North Macedonian troops in relation to
the forthcoming accession to NATO and the issue of
the evolving mandate of the Kosovo Security Forces
(KSF). Finally, a ground visit by all too prominent
religious sites throughout the area of operations
enhanced cultural and religious awareness.

A project was launched by KFOR HQ medical staff
to provide advice and guidance to teenagers about a
danger that is increasingly felt in Kosovo.
The first session took place in Pristina and involved
about six-hundred students, who received a brief
on how drugs, alcohol and tobacco can significantly
impact on their health and on there daily activities, with
references to behavioural problems, infectious diseases
and mental disorders connected with the use and
abuse of substances. Students appeared deeply engaged
and all of them received a flyer summarising side effects
of these substances on human body.

Antonio Malerba
OF-4 ITA Army
KFOR HQ Chief LEGAD

Valentina De Nicolo‘
OF-1 ITA Army
KFOR HQ Medical Center
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KFOR NEWS

NEW COMMANDERS

On 29 January, KFOR’s Multinational Specialised
Unit (MSU) held its Change of Command Ceremony
at the unit’s headquarters in the industrial zone,
Pristina. The full ceremony was presided over by
COM KFOR Major General Michele Risi. After a
period of almost four months in charge, Command
of the unit was officially transferred from Colonel
Paolo Pelosi to the incoming Commander, Colonel

Enio Simone. The Multinational Specialised Unit is
a KFOR Tactical Reserve, deployed in Kosovo since
1999 in accordance with the United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1244 and is composed entirely of
Italian Carabinieri. The MSU’s mission is to conduct
operations throughout Kosovo in support of COM
KFOR in order to contribute to a Safe and Secure
Environment and Freedom of Movement.

29 January, the German Contingent Change of
Command between the outgoing Commander
Colonel Volker Brasen and the incoming Commander
Colonel Michael Grintz.

21 January, head of the Czech diplomatic mission
in Pristina Mr. Pavel Bílek & Czech Contingent
Commander Lt Col Štefánia Kolma on the occasion
of the Change of Command.

13 February, Turkish Contingent Change of
Command Ceremony at Camp Sultan Murat, Prizren
between Colonel Numan Bas and the new incoming
Commander Colonel Savas Yanar.

14 February, Danish Contingent Change of Command
Ceremony between outgoing Commander Lieutenant
Colonel Jan Gade and the new incoming Commander
Lieutenant Colonel Christian Reventlow-Mourier.
18

HIGH LEVEL MEETINGS

11 February, Major General Michele Risi met with the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation,
H. E. Luigi Di Maio.The Minister received an update about the overall situation in Kosovo and in the Western Balkans
Area. General Risi highlighted the commitment of KFOR, the NATO-led mission operating since 1999 under UN
Resolution 1244, to guarantee a safe and secure environment and freedom of movement to all citizens of Kosovo, while
supporting the EU-sponsored dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina. H.E. Di Maio expressed his deep appreciation for
the long standing role played by NATO and the Italian contingent in support of peace and stability in the region.

On 27 February, KFOR Commander Major General Michele Risi met with the Prime Minister of Kosovo Mr. Albin
KURTI in Pristina.The Commander of the Kosovo Force emphasised the importance of the continuation of the dialogue
between Kosovo and Serbia and the dedication to the institutional coordination in the interest of the security. Major
General Risi further emphasised that within its UN mandate, KFOR will continue its efforts to provide a safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement for all the people of Kosovo.The Prime Minister expressed his gratitude for
continued role of KFOR in ensuring the peace and stability.

27 January, COM KFOR
met the Head of Operation
Missions NATO Mr. Michel
Soula to KFOR HQ, Film City.

3 February, COM KFOR
welcomed the Danish
Ambassador to Kosovo
H.E. Rene Rosager
Dinesen to KFOR HQ.

12 February, the Kosovar
Ambassador in Rome, Italy,
H.E. Lendita Haxhitasim was
received by General Risi at
HQ.
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On 14 February, Major
General Risi welcomed
the Ambassador of the
Netherlands H.E. Gerrie
Willems.

KFOR PHOTO COMPETITION 2020
A SELECTION OF ENTRIES ILLUSTRATING AN
OUTSTANDING LEVEL OF AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY

This year, there were a total of
twenty two individual KFOR
soldiers who submitted entries
into the competition, with a grand
total of seventy six individual
photographs. The high level of
interest in this year’s competition
and the volume and quality of
the photograph submissions is a
testimony to those KFOR soldiers
and their respective interest
in amateur photography. The

competition was judged by a six
person panel representing the PAO
Branch, MWA and also the office
of COM KFOR. Initially, all entries
underwent a qualitative analysis
utilising subjective judgement,
management expertise, and
non-quantifiable aspects such as
photograph positioning, colour
and aesthetic appeal to select a
final round of potential winners.
Then a qualitative assessment was
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again utilised to determine the best
overall winning photograph, second
and third place winners which was
far from an easy task. Well done to
all who participated in this year’s
competition. There was some
fantastic photography submitted
and congratulations to the overall
winners.
KFOR PAO Staff

THE PODIUM WINNERS

2020
WINNER
1st PLACE
“Before the Storm”
Piroska Kozák
OF-2 HUN-A

2nd PLACE

“Istok Mountains”
Francesco Esposito
OR-4 ITA-A

3rd PLACE

“Gjakova old vs. new”
Dezarae Holden
OR-6 USA-A
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PROFILES
“PROUD TO SERVE”

OR-4 Luca Cardinali joined the Italian Army in 2008. In 2019, he deployed for the first time to Kosovo as a
combat medic is proud to serve with the mission and with the 17th Regiment Air Defence “Sforzesca”. Luca
is a soldier who stands out in particular for his extensive military experience. Hi is motivated by a deep
sense of belonging both to the Italian Army and to his Regiment. In his role as a combat medic and deputy
squad leader, he had at all times displayed a sincere sense of duty, strong
leadership and a natural attitude to always do his best. During patrolling
activities, his attention to detail, vigilance and immediate reporting abilities
has been noted by his superiors. Luca’s general situational awareness
and his ability to mitigate certain risks to Freedom of Movement are
noteworthy. A soldier capable of successfully operating in any given
situation, OR-4 Luca Cardinali has proven to be an excellent soldier and
team leader, and is a worthy recipient of the Soldier of the Month.
Name: Luca Cardinali
Rank: OR-4 / Country: ITA-A
Appointment: Combat Medic, RC-E.

“AN INTERNATIONAL TEAM”

“In 2006 I joined the Non Commissioned Officer academy of the Greek Army, graduating in 2008 as a Sergeant.
Belonging to Infantry, my first assignment was as a Platoon Trainer until 2009 and from 2010 until 2014 within an
Infantry Battalion. For eight months I participated in a mission at the European Union Operation Headquarters. In
March 2015, I started to work as a Department Assistant at the Ministry of National Defense. Now I belong to the
Military Police at the General Staff of the National Defense.This is my second time
serving with the KFOR mission. As part of my duties in the mission, I am given the
opportunity to work in a different environment, meet people from other countries and
work together as an international team, which is exciting. I have one sister who is four
years younger than me. My father also previously served in the Army. I am proud of my
family and I have all the support that I need for all my decisions. I love music, cinema
and theatre, enjoy sports and spending time with my friends.”
Name: Paraskevi Routa
Rank: OR-7/Sergeant Major / Country: Greece
Appointment: Guard Company CSM.

“PART OF THIS FAMILY”

Warrant Officer Giorgia Caniello is twenty five years of age, and is currently employed as a radiologist in
the Role 1 facility in Regional Command West’s Camp Villaggio Italia. She spoke briefly to the RCW Public
Affairs Office about her passion for her work. “I enlisted a year ago” she stated, “and I decided to be part of this
family, the Italian Army Health Corps…we guarantee health care to all Italian and foreign military personnel and I
am passionate about contact with patients and teamwork”. During her interview in
the surgery where she performs the majority of her daily tasks, she illustrated
to the PAO team all of the medical procedures involved in her work, including
the medical instruments that she uses. Speaking about her future dreams and
reconciliation with her professional ambition, she stated without hesitation that
“it will be possible to reconcile personal life and profession, because the will is the
power”.
Name: Giorgia Caniello
Rank: Warrant Officer / Country: ITA-A
Appointment: Radiologist, RC-W.
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‘BIG DUKE’

Anamaria Ćurković.
2nd Lieutenant (OF-1).
Croatia
Samsung Galaxy.

Contribute to
the KFOR Chronicle!

Just send your photos to: kforchronicle@hq.kfor.

nato.int

by the 20th of the month explaining where you
took the photo and what equipment you used.
We will then select one of the submitted images
and publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
A KFOR Chronicle T-Shirt is awarded each
month to the winning photographer. You will be
immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely,
The Chronicle Team.

“The Greens of Rugova”

Photo: Sandor Nagy
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